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In modern academia, history is occasionally classified as a social science. My aim is to
demonstrate why history has not become a ‘real’ social science, although historians who
represent the most advanced trends within the discipline aspired to this. Two-faced status of
history is problematized as a conflict between social theory and historical method when
historians adopt the theories of the social sciences. I consider two topics to be central here: the
uneasy relationship between social theories and methods, and the indispensability of the
cognitive potential of the humanities. Although historians have sought theoretical renewal by
turning to the theories of various social sciences, they rarely could use techniques that represent
ways of cognition normally used by sociologists, psychologists, anthropologists, etc. –
psychometric testing, sociometric monitoring, ethnographic description, in-depth interview,
long-term observation. This situation has undeniable positive effects. The impossibility of using
social science techniques ensures the autonomy of history and enables it to preserve its
disciplinary core. At the same time, dealing with meanings and using the cognitive methods of
the humanities, history can catch things more ephemeral than trends, patterns, mechanisms and
statistical rules.
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It is worth noting that historical studies traditionally have been considered a part of the
humanities, although in modern academia, history is occasionally classified as a social science.
My minimum task in this article is to show why history has not become a real social science,
although many prominent historians of 1960s–80s wished for it. The maximum task is to offer an
answer to the question: ‘What are the positive results of this situation?’3
In this paper I will speak only of the cognitive status of history, not about the sociology of
science, which implies the analysis of organizations and institutions, the status of the discipline
within universities, or a society, its social impact, critical function, etc. As well, I leave out the
fact that history is often prescribed not only scientific tasks of classification, description and
explanation, but also a wider – social – function.
Reference literature was primarily research on the history and sociology of the social
sciences and humanities. Other sources include history in the field of human sciences and on the
methodology of history. The reader will find references to the literature in the relevant sections
of the article. But it seems that the question, which I plan to discuss, so far was not raised.

Continuum of Human Sciences
Classification of science into a disciplinary structure is at least as old as science itself. After
centuries of constructive but yet an inconclusive search for a perfect classification scheme, the
only sensible approach to the question appears to be a pragmatic one: what is the optimal scheme
for a given practical purpose? To this end, ever so many systems have been composed and
introduced by universities, libraries, publishers, encyclopedias and, in ever growing numbers, by
electronic databases, internet based information services, etc.4 All contemporary classifiers
divide the human sciences into the humanities and social sciences.
The demarcation line between the humanities and social sciences is often made according
to subject. In such case, the humanities are defined, for example, as academic disciplines that
study culture. The humanities include disciplines that have such subjects as ancient and modern
languages, literature, philosophy, religion, and visual and performing arts such as music and
theatre. Humanistic subjects have been at the heart of a liberal arts education. Through an
exploration of the humanities, we learn “how to think creatively and critically, to reason, and to
ask questions”5.
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The shortcoming of this definition is obvious. Although the main social sciences include
anthropology, economics, political science, psychology and sociology, there is also a group of
social sciences that study culture (cultural anthropology, media studies, cultural studies, cinema
studies, etc). According to their subject, the social sciences are sometimes defined as academic
disciplines concerned with society and the relationships among individuals within a society. At
times they can be very broad – academic disciplines concerned with human aspects of the world.
The latter description is very similar to the definition of the humanities, isn’t it?
Another widely accepted demarcation line between the humanities and social sciences
concerns not their subject, but method. It is accepted that the humanities use methods that are
primarily critical, or speculative, and have a significant historical element. It is here that they
differ from the natural sciences, which predominantly use empirical methods. It is thought that
social scientists use methods resembling those of the natural sciences as tools for understanding
society, and so represent science in its stricter modern sense. However, this distinction is also
ambiguous. Firstly, it is rather strange that the difference between the humanities and social
sciences is defined according to their relation to an ‘other’ – the natural sciences. Secondly, there
are a good number of approaches within the social sciences that rely on interpretative methods of
social critique or symbolic interpretation. In modern academic practice, researchers are often
eclectic, using multiple methodologies (for instance, by combining quantitative and qualitative
techniques).
It is remarkable that nearly all new disciplines concerned with humankind which emerged
in the second half of the 20th century – communication studies, cultural studies, education,
environment, human geography, international relations, internet, linguistics, media, social work
– have been identified as social sciences. This identification in itself reveals a desire to be
accepted into the corpus of social sciences, not the humanities; and, accordingly, to have
theoretical and methodical claims as a ‘hard’ science. However, it is easy to deduce that the
practitioners of these disciplines mostly rely on interpretative methods.
The formation of academic disciplines took a long time. The ‘liberal arts’ of the Middle
Ages6 and the original division of university corporations into faculties7, the specialization of
humanistic studies8 and the notion of disciplina (which did not initially have clear scholarly
connotations9), as well as numerous ways of classifying knowledge, of inventing and re-
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inventing new sciences, especially popular in the early Modern period – all of this was just a
preempt to a contemporary, socially determined ‘tree of knowledge’. In Europe of the 18th and
19th centuries, the analogue of contemporary human sciences was the set of moral and political
sciences; the famous German notion of Geisteswissenschaft emerged in the 1849 translation of
‘A System of Logic’ by John Stuart Mill (1842) particularly as an analogue of moral sciences
(and was later analysed in detail by Dilthey in his ‘Introduction into Human Sciences’ (1883))10.
‘It is difficult to assign major thinkers of this era to a single field, as we understand these
fields today. Was Adam Smith or John Stuart Mill a philosopher, an economist, or a political
scientist? Was Marx an economist, a sociologist, a philosopher, or a historian? Was Tocqueville
a historian, a sociologist, an ethnographer, or a political scientist?’11.
Scientific disciplines were formed within the framework of the so-called ‘second scientific
revolution’ in universities because of the system of specialization, workshops and laboratories12.
Germany was the leader in this process, although for Britain the marker of disciplinary division
was the emergence of university departments in the early 19th century (apart from traditional
colleges and faculties). In France, it was the work of academies and specialized schools of higher
education. In the 19th century the transition from general knowledge of humankind to human
sciences was complete; it included the processes of specialization and professionalization. Lorain
Duston has shown that professionalization and specialization in British, French and German
academia took different forms but everywhere these processes led to the institutionalization of
the humanities and social sciences13. In the early 20th century academic disciplines turned into
separate worlds14. As formulated by William Sewell,
‘The academic disciplines, however, have utterly transformed the Edenic intellectual
landscape of the late eighteenth or early nineteenth centuries. The disciplines, true to their name,
wield powerful disciplinary mechanisms of control and constraint. With their monopoly on
certification and their control over curriculum, hiring, tenure, and allocation of research funding,
the disciplines have entrenched themselves within clearly drawn borders’15.
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The reference here is not only to institutional borders and to mechanisms of management
and control. At the same time, sciences differentiated between themselves in the cognitive sphere
as well: rules that define disciplinary discourses were being developed, as well as theories,
methods, and clusters of key notions. It was at that time the humanities parted ways with social
sciences. Nevertheless, the sciences (including natural sciences) were based on shared universal
concepts (historicism, evolution, structure, order, etc.), and big theories. It is sufficient to look at
historical studies in the 19th century – whether the rising Marxist schools, geohistory or sociocultural history – to see that human sciences used common theories and ideas. The intellectual
baggage of social knowledge was available to all – the warping between ideas of Charles
Darwin, Herbert Spencer or George Mead was the norm.

History as Social Science
At the same time each discipline gradually developed its own theoretical techniques and
sets of research methods – thus the famous call of Johann Gustav Droysen to historians: ‘Search
for methods!’ Already in his introduction to the second volume of the ‘History of Hellenism’16,
Droysen remarked that for all the abundance of the philosophy of history, historical studies still
lacked their own historical theory. In his famous essay ‘Historika’ Droysen wrote that history as
a discipline, which, as it was said at times, gave its name to the 19th century, still had not found
its ‘life point’ and still borrowed it either from the philosophy of history, or from theology of
history, etc. Droysen saw the task of his contemporaries-historians to provide historical studies
with sovereignty. To do so he thought it necessary to generalize upon the methods of historians,
‘to unite them in a system, to develop their theory and thus to establish not the rules of history,
but only the rules of the historical process of perception and knowledge’ 17. ‘We need someone
like Kant who would reconsider not historical materials but theoretical and practical approach to
history…’18.
Acquiring theoretical and methodological autonomy in the sciences took a long time and
even in the 1930s most social disciplines still were at the stage of formation (these disciplines,
like sociology, were living through infancy, according to Bloch19) and the founders of the
Annales School deferred not to social sciences but to natural sciences. Above all they were
impressed by the discoveries in the field of physics. An important consequence of this situation
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was the relative equality in the relations between the representatives of social sciences, including
history (this is the underlying principle of “historical synthesis” proposed by Henri Berr). Still
the lesser prestige of the social sciences, lack of awareness of their achievements or underrating
of these achievements yielded a very important result. In the first half of the 20th century
historians had much higher claims to producing their own theories. For example, the “old” social
history created at the time (Henri Pirenne, Marc Bloch, Lucien Febvre and Fernand Braudel) was
at least on a par with the “new” social history of the 1970s in terms of theoretical independence.
Meanwhile, after the 1930s, the formalization of social sciences grew. The late 1930s saw
the publication of the first works by Paul Samuelson that laid the foundations for the presentation
of economics in mathematical formulas; the Chicago School arose (Ernest Burgess, E. Franklin
Frazier, George H. Mead, Robert E. Park); Talcott Parsons published ‘The Structure of Social
Action’ (1937); etc. It was truly a great step towards the ‘scientization’ of the human sciences as
it has been and still is understood. The specificity of the social sciences is that the focus is theory
and anything can be chosen as method – mathematics, cybernetics or linguistics.
As a result, since the mid-20th century, historians as well as other representatives of the
humanities aspired to the scientization of their discipline. For the most part historians have
sought theoretical renewal by turning to the theories of various social sciences. The process later
was dubbed ‘the strategy of borrowing’. As a result, in the last half of the 20th c. historians have
produced practically no ‘historical theories’ of their own. Examples of some important
exceptions date fairly far back: among them are ‘The King’s Two Bodies’ by Ernst Kantorowicz
(1957), a book that laid the foundation of a ceremonialist trend in historiography; the theory of
three levels of social change by Fernand Braudel (1958); the theory of childhood in the early
Modern Times by Philippe Aries (1960); ‘The Long Middle Ages’ by Jacques Le Goff (1985);
and Reinghardt Koselleck’s Begriffsgeschichte (1979). ‘The strategy of borrowing’ implies that
history can naturally rely on the theoretical apparatus of the social sciences that deal with the
present time. Since the 1960s, historiography has changed rapidly as the following model of
interaction became established: a social science – a corresponding historical subdiscipline – the
choice of macro- (and later also micro-) theory – and its application to historical material. This
model overturned the relationship between history and social science that existed in the Positivist
paradigm. While in the 19th century historians were supposed to provide empirical material for
the social sciences to develop their theories, now, on the contrary, the social sciences supply
theoretical concepts for history.
Since the 1960s, historians have reacted quickly to new developments in the social
sciences. For example, the theory of modernization and world-systems analysis were promptly
taken up by historians as was a concept of symbolic power. Historians in the last half of the 20th
7

century were quick to take on board some theories of modern social and cultural anthropology.
The same can be said about the “linguistic turn” in historiography. Today we have many
interesting examples of micro-history being modeled on micro-sociology and micro-economics
through the use of corresponding concepts The conceptual and theoretical apparatus of the social
sciences is applied in a variety of ways, for example in the works of Giovanni Levi devoted to
economic and social history and to the discussion of the theoretical problems of microanalysis.
In that sense, the work of the Italian historian is highly representative.
Let me give a few examples of the fruitful use of microanalysis social theories in the works
of Levi. From microeconomics he borrowed the concept of ‘limited rationality’ of the behaviour
of economic agents developed by Herbert Simon, and the non-institutional theory of the
functioning of markets going back to the works of Ronald Coase, and developed since the 1960s
by Armen Alchian, Harold Demsetz and others. From microsociology Levi used the theory of
symbolic interactionism (George Herbert Mead, Herbert Bloomer), the scale of social interaction
by Frederich Barth, symbolic power by Pierre Bourdieu, and network interactions by George
Homans.
On the whole, the invasion of the social sciences into history20 in my opinion was not the
‘icy embrace of scientificity’ (Hans Ulrich Humbreht)21; I would rather call this ‘energetic
embrace’, as this process did not destroy historiography but rather transformed it. Each stage in
the development of social sciences and humanities had its clearly defined set of authors, where
historians found inspiring ideas, methods and citations. This is the evidence and manifestation of
the interdisciplinary character of the social sciences and humanities. The role of big
philosophical concepts (life cycles, progress, regress, Eros) fortunately diminished but the
importance of concepts and models from the social sciences has grown dramatically. Historical
studies broadly referred to such classical authors as economists Joseph Schumpeter, Simon
Kuznets, Walt Rostow, Karl Polanyi, Douglass North, sociologists Emile Durkheim, Max
Weber, Talcott Parsons, Shmuel Eisenstadt, Immanuel Wallerstein, Pierre Bourdieu, as well as
the re-interpreted Karl Marx. Leading anthropologists (Clifford Geerz, Clode Levi-Strauss,
Arnold van Gennep, Edmund Leach, Marcel Mauss, Marshall Sahlins, et al.) perform the
function of classical authors in the studies on historical anthropology and the history of
mentality. Similar lists of big names could be produced if one turns to linguistics, psychology,
cultural studies, etc.
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Talking about borrowing social theories by the humanities, receptivity curves22 should be
taken into consideration – the citation of strong theories usually begins later and continues when
these are already losing popularity in adjacent disciplines.
What happens if a historian bases his/her research on a theory developed for another
discipline which has other ways of working with subjects existing in the present? Examples from
a number of historical sub-disciplines could be offered to answer this question.

Social Theories and Methods of the Humanities
The borrowing of social theories and concepts was easily mastered by historians, but
borrowing social theories was not accompanied by the adoption of prescribed methods. I will
clarify that by methods I mean just methods (the word ‘method’ means a ‘way’ in Greek); as far
as scientific work is concerned, its synonyms could be the words ‘technique’, or ‘way’. The
question of correlation between theory and method when human scientists adopt the theories of
social sciences seems to me to be central in the explanation of continuous autonomy of the
humanities. Let’s take the case of history. Although economic and social historians of 1960s–70s
were ‘learning to count’ quite enthusiastically (one should remember a famous phrase by
Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie addressed to the advocates of discourse-analysis: ‘I made so much
effort learning to count, how could I find time to learn to read’23), nonetheless historians rarely
can use techniques and ways of cognition normally used by sociologists, psychologists or
anthropologists (the latter, however, often borrow research techniques from each other) –
psychometric testing, sociometric monitoring, ethnographic description, in-depth interview,
long-term observation. How can one find a way of applying social theory to investigate past
social reality? Examples from a number of historical sub-disciplines could be offered to answer
this question. To analyse the complex connection between theories and methods I will refer to
cultural history. Being placed at the crossroads of history and culture, this approach widely
implements theories from various human and social sciences. Besides, cultural history is a
contemporary phenomenon and emerged on the wave of interest towards interdisciplinarity.
Thus it absorbed and successively reflected many historiographical turns and used a wide range
of relevant theories in their dynamics.
My favourite example is ‘Cockerels and cats’ – one day I will write an article with such a
title. Following the famous cultural anthropologist, Clifford Geertz, historians tried to imply the
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method of ‘thick description’ (Geertz borrowed it from the philosopher, Gilbert Ryle)24 for
cultural interpretation of social and cultural experience of various social groups of the past. A
great number of scholars wrote on the role of Geertz in cultural history. One of the direct
followers of Geertz in historiography, Robert Darnton, tried to implement the ‘thick
communication’ approach of his colleague and mentor, Geertz (at Princeton they conducted a
seminar together for many years). It would be instructive to ask just two questions: ‘What have
you learned about the Balinese from the study ‘Deep Fight: Notes on the Balinese Cockfight’ by
Geertz?’25 and ‘What have you learned about the Parisian artisans of 1730s from the article
‘Workers’ Revolt: the Great Cat Massacre of the Rue Saint-Severin’ by Darnton’?’26
Geertz spent weeks in a village on Bali. His methods were ceaseless observation,
communication and thick description of ‘deep’ and ‘shallow’ games. The result of the research
was rather detailed and reliable observations of the life of the Balinese: one can learn almost
everything about the Balinese from the book – from everyday life and communicative practices
to the organization of society and, more importantly, the structure of their symbolic world. What
Darnton had at his disposal was a three-page story by an eyewitness printer, Nicolas Contat27,
who was learning his trade at the Rue of Saint-Severin in Paris in the late 1730s and wrote that
‘in all years of the existence of the Jacques Vincent’s printing press nothing as hilarious as the
great cat massacre has ever happened’28. Darnton has viewed this story as fiction and has used it
for ‘an ethnologic explication de texte’29. In addition to the direct (but a very short) story by
Nicolas Contat source materials from the vast archive of the Printing Guild of Neuchatel was
used; its documents helped make indirect conclusions (‘printing business was conducted in a
similar way everywhere’30) about the corporation of artisans, not in Neuchatel, Switzerland, but
in Paris – their everyday life, rituals and values. In order to understand ‘meanings that popular
culture invested into cats’ the author has turned to European folk tales, recorded (or written?) in
the 19th century. Are we getting anything but a tale as a result? In the end, Darnton has to rely
not on the ‘thick communication’ methods but on the Bakhtin’s idea of Rabelaisian culture of
laughter, and is not quite confident when he concludes that ‘Perhaps when printers tried a great
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number of half-starved cats, administered sacrament to them, and hung them, the printers wanted
to ridicule the legal and social system of their world’31.
The key word here is the word “perhaps”.
If one takes into consideration volume, depth and accuracy of information and the
persuasiveness of conclusions, Darnton certainly loses to Geertz, and thus thick description in
history loses to thick description in cultural anthropology. The reason is that a thick description
by a historian could not have been based on participant observation, but implied work with
sources that were scarce and mostly were not directly related to the described incident. The past
of ‘other’ communities cannot be explained by methods applied by cultural anthropology to
‘other’ cultures, simply because it is not possible either to observe, or even to fill in gaps in the
documents. If, however, one is ‘to follow the idea to the end’ and to evaluate the chances of
using theories of cultural interpretation in historical studies, one would have to admit that turning
to cultural interpretation broadens both the topical scale and the limits of the source analysis.
Thanks to invasion of cultural anthropology, history has demonstrated the colossal potential for
bringing in new data (“sources”) in historical parlance, and teasing out totally new information
from the sources previously used. As a result, the imagination and assumptions of historians,
which are acceptable methods in the humanities, enable us to gain knowledge that is impossible
to get using methods that are more ‘precise’. This is an important value of the humanities.
To be accurate, I have to say that cultural history now is successfully represented by the
use of clear and numerous examples of social theories’ methods. For instance, the use of
semiotics’, linguistics’, and visual studies’ instruments helped produce interesting results in the
field of the symbolic representations of power, history of empires, rituals, everyday life, events,
etc. The use of these methods was possible because what is relevant here are the ways to study
texts in a wide sense, be they written sources or visual objects.
Another important theoretical pillar of historical studies was the theory of symbolic
interactionism (George Herbert Mead, Herbert Blumer, Yrjö Engeström, David Middleton,
Thomas Park, James Horton, Charles Cooley, Florian Znaniecki, et al.)32. The key point of the
theory of symbolic interaction, from the point of view of historians who use it, is the idea that a
human action is not only an interaction between persons but also an interaction inside an
individual mind. Our ideas, mindset, or values are important, but the ceaseless process of
thinking is of great importance as well. We are not just the products of a society simply
conditioned or influenced by others. In essence, we are thinking animals and we always have an
31
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inner dialogue when we interact with others. If we are to understand the cause of action or an
event, we need to concentrate on human thinking and reflection. The past influences our actions
because we think about it and turn to it to define the current situation.
The theory of symbolic interactionism can be used successfully to study such problems in
the past as social communities, collective action, social movements, emotions, and deviant
behaviour. This theory offers the most important heuristic perspective for the study of the past of
the communities with high level of self-comment and reflection (intellectuals, artists, scholars).
Up to now historians have used interpretative possibilities of symbolic interactionism
insufficiently (in two senses: infrequently and superficially). Reasons for this again stem from
the evident break in research methods between social scientists and historians. While using the
theory of ‘symbolic interactionism’ a historian faces a situation where it is not possible to apply
their instruments to historical material directly. One has to adopt the methods of historical study
to this theory, to search for the replacement of ‘participant observation’, to deduct the processes
of social interaction and individual reflection from existing sources and through these to
understand ‘why people did what they did’, and how social meanings were produced, that is, to
operate in the humanities territory.
In addition to the lag between theoretical frame and specific methods, the strategy of
appropriation social science theories carries an often real threat of anachronisms due to the use of
theories geared to the functioning of one type of society or one period of time to study societies
of a different type/time. Such anachronisms have been observed in various fields. As a result,
many historians who tried to combine the theoretical models of the social sciences and timetested methods of work with historical material came to grief (like a number of sociologists who
promoted macro-theories of historical sociology to study past societies). Some innovative
sections of history , which initially produced quite impressive results, later faced the problem of
the limits of applicability of theories created to explain modern society to societies of the past.
On the whole, it seemed that very few social theories could be successfully applied to the study
of past societies, because to perceive them one needs to employ the explicatory mechanisms of
the humanities, and not of social sciences33.

The Use of the Humanities
The sustainable humanitarian component, whether it is explicit or implicit, does not seem
to me an internal affair of history per se. Further I will focus on some cognitive benefits of
belonging to the humanities.
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1. One of the values of the humanities is in the fact that they still provide a rich source of
vague ideas, which, due to their ‘vagueness’ easily find place for themselves in various
disciplines. Despite losing the hope for the unity of social knowledge in the 20th century, the
shared field of ideas and fundamental concepts remain, and the humanities still produce a
considerable amount of vague ideas, which have powerful heuristic potential (Die Sattelzeit,
longue durée, the Carnival, archaeology of knowledge, la mort de l'auteur, etc). The more vague
a theory is, the more popular and successful it could become. The unexpected attractiveness of
grande idee, which temporarily pushes out all other ideas, is determined, says Susanne Langer,
by the fact that they resolve so many fundamental problems at once that they seem also to
promise that they will resolve all fundamental problems, clarify all obscure issues. Everyone
snaps them up as the open sesame of some new positive science, the conceptual center-point
around which a comprehensive system of analysis can be built. The sudden vogue of such a
grande idee, crowding out almost everything else for a while, is due, she says, ‘to the fact that all
sensitive and active minds turn at once to exploiting it. We try it in every connection, for every
purpose, experiment with possible stretches of its strict meaning, with generalizations and
derivatives’34.
Vague ideas are 'commonly used’ and their life cycle sometimes is very long; for example,
a number of intuitions of Walter Benjamin are still in demand. These are presented in a manner
described by Susan Sontag in the following way:
‘His phrases are not born in a way we are used to: one does not follow from the other. Any
phrase emerges as the first – and the last one. (‘A writer should finish every sentence with full
stop and begin anew’ – says the introduction to ‘the Origin of German Baroque Drama’). The
movement of thought and history is enfolded as a panorama of ideas, all points are taken to their
extremes, and intellectual perspectives are mind-blowing’35.
Moreover, the flexibility of the humanities often leads to metaphorization of even highly
formalized concepts of the social sciences and expands the field of their application (such was
the fate of concepts like path dependence, thick description, symbolic interactionism, symbolic
power, agency, and many others). Benjamin or Foucault were not threatened by metaphorization
– they were the creators of metaphors.
Susanne Langer wrote that some ideas spread among intellectuals with a surprising ease.
These ideas solve so many fundamental problems that they are taken up, viewed as a key to a
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new, promising science, a conceptual centre to build a comprehensive system of analysis around
it.
‘After we have become familiar with the new idea, however, after it has become part of our
general stock of theoretical concepts, our expectations are brought more into balance with its
actual uses, and its excessive popularity is ended. A few zealots persist in the old key-to-theuniverse view of it; but less driven thinkers settle down after a while to the problems the idea has
really generated. They try to apply it and extend it where it applies and where it is capable of
extension; and they desist where it does not apply or cannot be extended’36.
Thus, a theory gains the status of a programmatic idea and finds a permanent place in our
intellectual arsenal (if it ever had any true potential, that is). But it loses the grand, all-embracing
scale and limitless perspectives of application that it had initially.
2. The realization of the limits of social sciences’ explanatory power has strengthened the
cognitive status of the humanities and provoked a linguistic turn in social sciences37. One more
radical innovation is remarkable in the context of our topic, in my opinion. It is found in a
number of social disciplines, and it reveals the imperialism of history that seemed to disappear a
long time ago. One witnesses a new stage in the historisation of sciences (not only social ones)
that presents itself in the active use of the neo-Darwinist evolutionary theory38, biological or
cognitive turn in anthropology39, the successes of evolutionary economics40, historical aspect of
ecology41. Here we do not talk about the direct influence of the humanities but rather about the
attractiveness of their historicity.
Now we clearly deal with the temporalisation of some very different disciplinary
discourses. I would address some processes taking place in the social sciences closest to history:
in anthropology and sociology. I refer to the further deepening of history (in a direct sense: for
millions and millions of years) in historical anthropology (this phenomenon was called the
“biological” or “cognitive” turn)42 and to the so-called “third wave”43 in historical sociology. The
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“third wave” of historical sociology surprises by its historicism and the desire to explain the
complex web of numerous factors, wishes, events, turning points, “historical traps”, etc. with
unexpected consequences even in retrospect, which is so typical to the humanities approach. It
does not result in the creation of a typology, but rather in the establishment of a chain of events
and complicated cause-and-effect relations unique for each historical tendency.
3. Historicist re-orientation and complication of contemporary analytical instruments also
suggests turning to cognitive sets and structures of social self-reflection and self-representation
that were produced, for example, in the 17th century, or in the period of Romaniticism. The sets
of past scientific and social ideas are not just a pre-history of thought that can be taken out, they
remain relevant outside of their own epochs. This is certainly true of the demand in the 20 th and
early 21st centuries for classical methodological and philosophical works of the early Modern
period (by Descartes, Vico, or Hobbes).
If we take into account the above, we can recognize that the impossibility of using social
science methods has a positive value; it ensures resistibility of the humanities and enables the
preservation of the disciplinary core. When it is not possible to use the methods of social
sciences, theories ‘soften’ and this gives a different cognitive perspective. Using methods
specific to the humanities it is possible to catch things more ephemeral than trends, patterns,
mechanisms and statistical rules.
‘Through the humanities we reflect on the fundamental question: What does it mean to be
human? The humanities offer clues but never a complete answer. They reveal how people have
tried to make moral, spiritual, and intellectual sense of a world where irrationality, despair,
loneliness, and death are as conspicuous as birth, friendship, hope, and reason’44.
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It should be said that by the end of the last century, the euphoria regarding the unlimited
possibilities of universal laws, historical synthesis, mathematical methods, powerful theories, etc.
has diminished not only in the humanities, but also in the social sciences. The matter is that the
humanities deal with meanings (texts of various kinds), and social sciences with processes,
institutions, mechanisms, etc. Working with meanings typical for the humanities does not
suggest the rejection of a scientific approach, at least, if one is to apply the accepted definition of
scientificity: ‘true scientific analysis has to correlate with facts, meet the requirement of
simplicity and to have an explanative power’45. Macro-concepts of social sciences do not answer
the questions of ultimate meaning, while the humanities try to do so. I refer not only to secular
humanism. The mystery of the humanities is in its ‘softness’, which they cannot be rid of, and
which does not show their weakness or immaturity, but rather their quite different heuristic
potential.
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